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Vision of Maths at Herrick
Aim: Our vision is teaching to Mastery where all children develop sufficient fluency and depth of understanding, so
learning is sustainable over time and can be built upon something that has already been mastered.
Mastery: Strong focus on expecting the children to explaining their reasoning using the correct vocabulary – if they
can explain their work to someone else, they have mastered it. What do you know? How do you know? Can you
explain? Prove it? Can you demonstrate it in different ways?
Mathematics: Opportunities are provided for deep learning, problem solving and risk taking in Mathematics – linked
to Herrick Learning Attitudes.
Learning Objective - All children work from the same Learning objective and individuals are appropriately supported
to enable them to achieve. Basic. Advancing. Deep. (B.A.D.)
All children begin at Basic level and then move on to Advancing followed by Deep Learning. Within each ‘level of
learning’, children are appropriately challenged through questioning or resources. All children are given the
opportunity to develop and achieve. All children are expected to complete tasks related to the same Learning
Objective. However, teachers can differentiate and provide support through appropriate questioning and resources.
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Differentiation: We are moving away from setting in-relation to ability. This means Years 1-6 will be mixed ability
and taught together. Within these groups, the aim is to deliver the curriculum broadly at the same pace to all the
children. There will be no differentiation in the content taught, but in the scaffolding and questioning, demands of
the problems presented and the level of reasoning expected. Children who require support will have visual aids,
concrete objects, mixed ability peers and additional support where necessary will be implemented and evaluated
constantly, in order for the children to remain on track and in line with the classroom learning that has been planned
for them. More advanced learners will be enriched and have their learning deepened by being encouraged to look at
calculations in different ways, by investigating the most efficient methods and by creating and testing their own
hypothesis, based on their level of reasoning and understanding.
A table representing what this would look like:

Herrick
Learning

Hands on/ practical
Basic

Visual or
conceptual variation
Advancing

Do/ apply
Deep

Our aim is to move all children from Basic to Deep

All children must move on to Advancing, but some may to return to basic
before attempting Advancing again

Once secure with Advancing children move on to Deep

Example

Flipchart/10 frame,
counting stick, 100 Sq.,09 digit cards, dice, bead
strings, number lines,
strips for bar model,
unifix cubes, double
sided counters, concept
cartoons etc.

Same problem but vary the
representation.

-Same problem but
vary the numbers
-same problem but
vary the unknowns
-same structure and
numbers but vary the
context
-vary the method to
solve the problem
-vary the application
of the method
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This approach to teaching moves away from the traditional form and a shift toward ‘deep learning’. This means
spending greater time going into depth about a subject as opposed to racing through the content and concepts of the
National Curriculum (2014). Previously, this lead to some children having large gaps in subject knowledge because the
concept they had learnt was either too big or not secured.
The teachers have the confidence to take learning at a steadier and deeper pace, providing deeper and richer
experiences for all – ensuring children of varying abilities continue to make high levels of progress, whether it be;
working towards, working at or working at greater depth in-relation to ARE (age related expectation).
At Herrick, we want our children to spend time becoming true masters of content, applying and being creative with
new knowledge and skills in multiple ways. It is our duty to ensure that children have an absolutely solid, concrete
understanding of subject knowledge and skills as well as being emotionally resilient for secondary school.
In short, this means working towards:
•

Teach less, learn more: less teacher talk and more evidencing learning and progress

•

All children supported and challenged: children are confident to take risks and not afraid to
make errors

•

Experience and apply: space and time to ensure children do not fall behind or to go deeper

•

Understanding real life applications: wherever possible to make learning relevant and not
abstract; nothing should be taught without a purpose.

All of this means that you may see a change in the way we teach and assess your child, most notably will be in
how we organize children’s’ learning and how we report their progress. This approach is seen as good practice.
It is promoted by the government and seen as the best way to deliver the new national curriculum.
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Mathematics Overview for 2017-2018 Academic Year
How do I start planning?

1. Visit the Lancashire long-term overview – this provides guidance as to what you will be teaching each week
and provides half-termly documents with guidance on starter sessions, main learning and rationale (units of
maths – it isn’t always a case of a unit per week);
An example of Year 2 long-term overview

An example of Year 2 half-termly document
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2. Then, look at Target Tracker for your year group in order to form your Learning Objectives for the unit.

In
order to promote mastery of a concept, these Learning Objectives are to be narrow and specific. All
learning for a particular session is to be linked to the specific learning objective in order to promote depth
of learning through application rather than ‘next steps’ learning. For example, if in Year 2 the objective is
count in steps of 2, 3, and 5 from 0, and in tens from any number, forward or backward, we would simply
break this into several sessions: 1) to be able to count in twos 2) to be able to count in threes and so on.

Next, consult the Progression map for your year group for the chosen unit. Here you will find a series of
questions linked to the unit you are teaching – these will form the key Success
criteria that will replace
lesson success criteria. These questions are to be used as the means of assessment throughout the maths
unit being taught. For example (for Year 2, Number and Place Value):
Year 2

count in steps of 2, 3, and
5 from 0, and in tens
from any number,
forward or backward

Each question must be followed by:
What do you know?

Spot the mistake:
45,40,35,25
What is wrong with this
sequence of numbers?

How do you know?
Can you explain?

True or False?
I start at 3 and count in
threes. I will say 13?

Prove it.

What comes next?
41+5=46
46+5=51
51+5=56
……

An example of this will look like on a planning sheet: – the format of planning is to be completed in a manner that the teacher feels
most comfortable and will have he maximum impact on the learning and progression of the children

Learning
Success

To be able to count in 2s
Spot the mistake:
8,10,12,14,16,20
What is wrong with this sequence
of numbers?
What do you know?

To be able to count in 3s
True or False?
I start at 3 and count in threes. I
will say 13?

To be able to count in 5s
What comes next?
41+5=46
46+5=51
51+5=56

How do you know? Can you explain? Prove it?
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It is important to remember that planning is flexible and that the day’s learning will determine what is to be taught
next! To master something, it means you know it really well. It becomes fluent, and you can show someone else how
do it.

3. Now you should be in a position to create your problem page for the unit. This should incorporate an openended picture problem that allows for development of a wide range of mathematical concepts / broader
thinking. Questions for parents must be included to elicit discussion away from school.
The problem page must be introduced and discussed prior to introduction of a new topic/concept. The older the
children the less information is provided in terms of Learning, Success and Vocabulary. The problem page is to be
used during the reasoning lessons as a means to record learning. This will become an assessment tool and will reflect
the individual learning of each child. It is expected that each child will have access to their P.P.page throughout the
maths session. Children need to be taught that learning can be recorded at any time when they consider it to be
relevant. This supports independent learning and allows our children to make ‘learning their own’. The P.P.page is an
essential part in fostering the Herrick learning attitude.
An example of P.P.page – Year 2

(Front of P.P.page)

(Back of P.P.page)
Questions to ask your child:
•

Can you name all the different silver
coins?

•

Can you name all the bronze coins?

•

When you buy something, What
question should you ask to find out
how much it costs (PRICE)?

•

What is change?

•

Can you make different amounts using
different coins (For example: 50p)

I can use the symbol for pounds (£) and
pence (p)
I can add different coins to make up a
total
I can add different amount of coins to
equal the same amount (2p + 1p+ 1p = 2p
+2p
Add and subtract money including giving
change.
Solve simple problems in involving addition
and subtraction of money
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What will the structure of the sessions look like?
Herrick’s 3 non-negotiables
All sessions to use concrete material
All children to speak in full sentences using mathematical vocabulary
All children are encouraged to use images, doodles and pictorials to
represent their understanding
Times tables – 20 mins per week. (Monday Morning) Orange Squared books.

•

• Each session will focus on a specific times table;
A bar model approach will be used to develop understanding of tables facts, for example:
80
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What are 3 lots of 4? A teacher should ask this whilst covering up the remaining blocks.
Potential questions that could be asked:
Now we can see three lots of 4, what are six lots of 4 (green bar)? (Demonstrates the concept of doubling) Other
concepts need to be explored through the understanding of the perceived ‘simpler’ concepts eg. Doubling.
What is the total of the yellow bar? How many lots of 4 make this total?
You know what twenty lots of 4 is – what about forty lots of 4?
All mathematical information which is involved with the Bar Model should be elicited, using the appropriate
terminology of parts and whole.
•

•

Children should then attempt to write repeated addition sentence linked to the question in hand, e.g.
4 + 4 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 5 x 4 = 20
• They should also write the sentence as follows:
Five lots of four = twenty
• Children should also show this as a bar model.
•
Children should elicit all relevant information from the Bar Model and commutative law is to be explored.

All children should be formally tested each week, on a Friday and scores need to be recorded in their red times
tables books. Any children falling behind the expected standard should be made aware to the Maths Team – extra
provision is to be considered. Times Tables books are to be sent home along with other books each week. Children
are informed of the times-tables to be tested the following week and this should be a different focus to what the
session’s learning focus is.
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•
•
•
•
•

Arithmetic – (Tuesday Morning) Grey books.
Written method – e.g. formal method of addition (columns) modelled by the teacher;
Bar model method – again modelled by the teacher linking to the same questions as above – this step should
include the children manipulating the bar model to show other links between the numbers (e.g. inverse);
Question – children are asked to create their own question in the form of a word problem that uses the
same numbers;
Peer assessment – the children swap books and check/answer each other’s questions;
Apply learning through tackling a word problem created by the teacher (bar model questions are available as
a resource pack for each year group but these must be appropriate and linked to the session’s learning).
Children must demonstrate that they can solve it using the formal method at hand, but should also show
their understanding using the bar model.

An example of Maths being taught in a week at Herrick:

Mon
Timestables
Orange TT Books

Tue
Arithmetic
Grey book
Introduction of
P.P.page and
WDIKA

Wed

Thur

Fri

Learning
Success
Reasoning – taken from Lancashire overview and
Progression maps (Reasoning books for jottings and explanations/

End a unit of work?

however grey books can be used if squares are needed for specific written
methods or concepts)

What do you know?

How do you know? Can you explain? Prove it?

All shaded areas must be taught at those specific times and delivered as stated in this policy

•
•
•
•

Reasoning Sessions (Orange lined and blank paged books) – Wednesday, Thursday and Friday
Sessions are to have a narrow and specific focus with carefully manipulated steps to success.
They must incorporate links to prior learning (WDIKA) and high-level questions to promote thinking and
reasoning.
Children’s prior knowledge needs to be demonstrated through the use of the learning page and through the
use of the unit WDIKA page. This page should make reference to language and any cross-unit links that the
children can elicit from the given problem, statement or question.
It is essential that the children use the lined page to compose a written response and level of reasoning to
the problems posed during the session. It is imperative here that our children are demonstrating their
understanding to deep and meaningful questions, rather than to simple and basic (fluency) level questions.
Linked to the written responses, the children should use the blank page to demonstrate the Bar Model,
create pictorial representations and record any jottings that will assist in obtaining the required level of
reasoning and outcomes (to be marked or some form of indication given for the specific jottings to their
written reasoning problem in order to make it clear to the reader).
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•

•
•
•

A success question must be shown to the children, which will allow for them to demonstrate their level of
learning (these can be created by the teacher or possible relevant questions can be found in the supporting
Mastery and Progressions documents). From this question and understanding of the child’s ability to reason
and understand during the session (AfL), their next steps should be identified and catered for during the
planning phase for the learning that is to come next. The success question must be printed, trimmed and
stuck into the every child’s book and answered.
Any misconceptions are to be celebrated and used as points of learning during the session or as part of
future learning.
The children must identify any unit-specific vocabulary that they have used during their written responses by
highlighting them.
At the end of a unit, the children should demonstrate their progress and learning through accessing an endof-unit question, which is open-ended and allows for a written, reasoning response. This can be supported
by the use of pictorials.

Problem Page must haves:
-

An open ended problem or pictorial that allows for all children to access it at their own level.
A glossary of words linked to the unit, which you and the children are going to be using and expect to hear
and see written in their responses.
A self-assessment table, which allows them to identify their level of understanding, linked to the units
objectives.
The self-assessment table will also be accessed by the class teacher to evidence TA of the child’s learning
throughout the unit.
At the end of a unit, the children should demonstrate their progress and learning through accessing an endof-unit question, which is open-ended and allows for a written, reasoning response.

Expectations for times tables and relationships
As a school we hold high aspirations and over the coming years our aim is to ensure that pupils are taught to
mentally recall multiplication and division facts for times tables up to 12 by the end of year 4 and derive related fact
families using knowledge of place value. Here is a guide to the order of learning times tables and connections that
should be made:
Year Group
Reception
Year 1
Year 2
Year 3
Year 4
Year 5
Year 6

Autumn
Spring
Summer
Number bonds to 10
Number to 20
1 or 10 more and less than
Counting steps x1, x 2
x1, X10
x5, x10
x1, x10, x5
x2, x4
x2, x4, x8
x11, x3, x6
x6, x12
x3, x6, x12
x2 + x 5 = x7
x3, x9, x12
all
All times and division facts eg. 4x3=12 12÷3=4 etc.
Include decimal fact families, explore = as equivalence, include missing numbers and
identify relationships on either side of = sign
12 ÷ 4 = 3, 1.2 ÷ 0.4=3,

•

12 ÷ 0.4=30, 120 ÷0.04=3000

explore the use of the symbol = from year 2 onwards as equivalence when
moving into missing number or missing digits within multi-step calculations. The position of the = symbol
should be manipulated within the calculations.
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

connections between operations are to be made explicit to show inverse eg.
3x2=6; 6÷2=3, as well as the mathematical concept of commutative law.
children need to explore (with concrete objects) that ‘4 three times’ is the same
as ‘3 four times’: four and four and four gives them 12, and three and three and three and three also give 12.
Emphasise commutative law where you swap the factors around to give the same product eg. 2 x 4 = 4 x 2
Different calculation (number sentence) but the same answer.
encourage open ended, deep questions eg. How many X and ÷ fact can you give
me for 48? Use the doubling and halving strategy to = the same product eg. 6 x 8= 48, 12 x 4= 48, 24 x 2=48,
48 x 1=48, 96 x 0.5=48
count on and back the multiples of a particular times tables on a counting stick
gradually removing post it notes from intervals. Vary between holding it horizontal as well as vertical.
sometimes rehearse in just odds eg. 4x1, 4x3, 4x5, 4x7 and just in evens
include multiplying by zero
link multiplication with area of squares of rectangles
record times tables scores on their times tables record sheet and convey to
parents/carers on focus for their child
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